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"Back in the day, mankind was forced to progress by using energy and resources just to stay alive and
free, a concept they called Fire. The only drawback? The Fire was destroying all that existed and would
soon be the only thing that remained if mankind wasn't careful... until someone realized that the Fire
needed to be extinguished, and all of mankind's restrictions be lifted. No more limitations, no more

arrows, no more cinders, no more true freedom! And so, was born the Un-Fire... If you think "Assassin's
Creed" is there's for games, then Flamebound is there for you. Flamebound is an adventure, action-rpg
through & through, but it does look like a hardcore retro game at the same time. It uses the very same

sprite assets as the game "Flashback", which doesn't have sound effects, but Flamebound has so there's
no reason to not play this if you love retro RPGs! I've chosen to complete the whole game story, so you
can reach the final boss. We start our adventure as a hero, and gather our first 3 buddies in the Tavern.
We get equipped with weapons and armor, gear our heroes up and head out into the very first dungeon!
If you're thinking about playing this game the first thing you should know is that it's basically the game
"Flashback" but with everything changed, even down to the graphics! All new screens, music and sound

effects, and also all new events and bosses as well. Flamebound features 18 unique heroes each with
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their own skills. 4 different dungeon biomes with their own randomized mobs & bosses. Mini bosses &
end game bosses that drop all kind of precious loot, which can be used to gear up your hero squad!

During combat you can also upgrade your character attack and health using gold you looted from the
damned. But don't worry if you're out of luck, you can go on a shopping spree in the mysterious shop!

Back in the Tavern you can use gold & fireshards to unlock new rare heroes and then head to the
sacrifice screen to combine same rank heroes thus making them way more powerful than ever! About
The Game Back in the day, mankind was forced to progress by using energy and resources just to stay
alive and free, a concept they called Fire. The only drawback? The Fire was destroying all that existed

and would soon be the only thing that remained if mankind wasn't careful... until someone realized that
the Fire needed to be extinguished
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Smartphone Tycoon Game Key features

Over 170th name brand in the world of smartphones.
In-game keyboard as a graphical tool for working with the application.
Comes with most popular devices for the Android operating system.
Games are played for the purpose of maximizing profits.
Fun to play on the phone, in the car and wherever you go.

How to play

The key features and number of manufacturers are differentiated in order to encourage players to buy as many
of them as possible at the lowest price.

All brands become functional owners, and deserve a price that is reflective of the reputation and the financial
situation of the player. Thus, the free reign of the market and maximum shareholder's capital expenditure
becomes a key to the game.

This is the source of emotions. The game is a long process for a constantly growing profit that lasts the entire
game.

The interactive mode offers the possibility of a multitouch interface device.
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How to play the game:

Your phone is the owner and the gatekeeper of the company. Your business is mobile, so it is necessary to
eliminate as many competitors as possible. 

To give optimal performance, you need to use the best management of stock, effective trading and negotiation
of prices. Players who let their own financial means to play are doomed to lose, especially when they play for
different periods. Competition is strong, so buy first!
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